
Plasticity: Learning and Long-Term Memory

Declarative Memory and the Hippocampus

• Declarative : memory of facts; textbook learning and knowledge 

(semantic memory) or knowledge about  personal experience in a 

specific time and place (episodic).

• Medio-temporal lobe. in particular, Hippocampus.

• patient H.M. 

• Alzheimer’s disease

• Stress

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YrI8ibsiiZ4

•  Memory associated with long-term changes in strength of synapses

• Such changes have been observed (LTP, LTD) 

 Procedural Memory : distributed 

• long-term memory of skills and procedures, or "how to" knowledge, e.g. 

riding a bike, playing the piano, dancing tango

 

• In different parts of the brain; Independent from declarative memory;

 distributed.

• not well understood 



Procedural memory : Practice makes perfect

•  Learning means wiring your brain differently, changing strength 

of connections (LTP, LTD).

• The more you train (and the more complex the task) the wider the 

changes:  the brain of experts is different ...

• Plasticity of sensory systems is greater in critical period during 

development, but it is not limited to it, also in adult.

The Brain of Musicians as a model of plasticity 

• altered motor and sensori-motor maps dependent on instrument

• increased inter-hemispheric processing -- coordinate  sensori-

motor processing across the effectors

• Changes in auditory processing 

•  listening induces responses in M1.

• Visio- spatial processing

Dancers too.
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When we observe someone performing an action, do our brains
simulate making that action? Acquired motor skills offer a unique
way to test this question, since people differ widely in the actions
they have learned to perform. We used functional magnetic
resonance imaging to study differences in brain activity between
watching an action that one has learned to do and an action that one
has not, in order to assess whether the brain processes of action
observation are modulated by the expertise and motor repertoire of
the observer. Experts in classical ballet, experts in capoeira and
inexpert control subjects viewed videos of ballet or capoeira actions.
Comparing the brain activity when dancers watched their own dance
style versus the other style therefore reveals the influence of motor
expertise on action observation. We found greater bilateral activa-
tions in premotor cortex and intraparietal sulcus, right superior
parietal lobe and left posterior superior temporal sulcus when expert
dancers viewed movements that they had been trained to perform
compared to movements they had not. Our results show that this
‘mirror system’ integrates observed actions of others with an
individual’s personal motor repertoire, and suggest that the human
brain understands actions by motor simulation.

Keywords: biological motion, expertise, intraparietal, mirror neurons,
motor repertoire, premotor cortex

Introduction

When we watch someone performing an action, our brains may
simulate performance of the action we observe (Jeannerod,
1994). This simulation process could underpin sophisticated
mental functions such as communication (Rizzolatti and Arbib,
1998), observational learning (Berger et al., 1979) and social-
ization (Gallese and Goldman, 1998). Thus it has a major
evolutionary benefit.
A specific brain mechanism underlying this process has been

suggested. Within the premotor and parietal cortices of the
macaque monkey, ‘mirror’ neurons have been recorded which
discharge both when the monkey performs an action, and also
when observing the experimenter or another monkey perform-
ing the same action (di Pellegrino et al., 1992; Gallese et al.,
1996; Gallese et al., 2002). A similar mirror system may exist in
corresponding areas of the human brain (Decety and Grèzes,
1999; Grèzes and Decety, 2001; Rizzolatti et al., 2001). Buccino
et al. (2001) found a somatotopic organization in premotor and
parietal cortex when observing movements of different body
parts. This somatotopy corresponded to that found when the
same body parts are actually moved. The network underlying

human action observation seen in functional magnetic reson-
ance imaging (fMRI) includes premotor cortex, parietal areas
and the superior temporal sulcus (STS) (Grafton et al., 1996;
Rizzolatti et al., 1996; Buccino et al., 2001; Iacoboni et al.,
2001), predominantly in the left hemisphere (Decety et al.,
1997; Iacoboni et al., 1999; Grèzes et al., 2003). The supple-
mentary motor area and motor cortex are typically not
activated, unless an element of movement preparation is also
involved, for example in cases of action observation for delayed
imitation (Grèzes and Decety, 2001). This might suggest that
action observation activates only high-level motor representa-
tions, at one remove from actual motor commands. However,
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) studies suggest that
action observation can directly influence the final cortical stage
of action control in the motor cortex. When people observe
actions involving a particular group of muscles, responses to
transcranial magnetic stimulation (Fadiga et al., 1995; Strafella
and Paus, 2000; Baldissera et al., 2001) in those same muscles
are specifically facilitated. These results suggest a brain process
of motor simulation based on direct correspondence between
the neural codes for action observation and for execution.
Some previous studies have suggested that the mirror system

activity specifically codes motor actions of a biological agent.
First, watching an artificial hand in action evoked much less
mirror system activity than watching real hand actions (Perani
et al., 2001; Tai et al., 2004). Second, biomechanically impos-
sible actions did not activate the mirror system (Stevens et al.,
2000). Finally, Buccino et al. (2004) carried out a study
comparing the actions of nonconspecifics, and found that
actions belonging to the motor repertoire of the observer
were mapped on the observer’s motor system. These results
suggest that the human mirror system might be sensitive to the
degree of correspondence between the observed action and the
motor capability of the observer.
However, it remains unclear whether a person’s action

observation system is precisely tuned to his or her individual
motor repertoire. Previous studies of the human mirror system
have used a very restricted set of simple actions, based on the
primate mirror neurons’ responses during grasping (Grafton
et al., 1996; Rizzolatti et al., 1996; Grèzes et al., 2003). These
studies have reported mirror system activity during observation
of grasping, but have not directly tested whether the activity
while observing a particular action involves simulating the
corresponding motor programme for that action. However,
humans have a motor repertoire that far exceeds these simple
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• e.g. watching steps of your dance style will activate premotor 

system (mirror neurons)

Video-Games make you perfect

•  Daphne Bavelier and others show that action video games 

training lead to 

1) increase attentional performances

2) increase constrast sensitivity.

• Green & Bavelier, Nature 2003.



Perceptual Learning

 idea: study training for a very simple sensory task, so as to 

understand mechanisms of learning.

(Adini et al., 2002; Fiorentini & Berardi, 1980; Furmanski et al., 2004; 
Rainer et al., 2004; and others . . .)
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Contrast detection

• Plasticity of sensory systems is greater in critical period during 

development, but it is not limited to it.

• In the adult, Practice leads to improvement in performance on a 

variety of simple sensory tasks, e.g. contrast detection, orientation 

discrimination, direction discrimination, vernier acuity, bisection task.

• Improvements are often very specific to the trained configuration.

Perceptual learning leads to specific performance improvements

A

B

Testing

Learning

No Learning

(Fiorentini & Berardi, 1980; Fahle & Edelman, 1995; Watanabe et al, 2002; 

and others . . .)

Training



Human perceptual learning in orientation

The stimulus was a circular 2-5 deg diameter unidimensional
noise field, consisting of light and dark bars (Fig. 1). The width of
these bars varied randomly from 0 077 to 0-312 deg. The light
bars contained randomly positioned white and black pixels, and
had a mean luminance of 2-5 cd m2. The dark bars (where all
pixels were black) and the background had a luminance of
0 090 cd m2, thus resulting in a Michelson contrast ratio
between light and dark bars of 93 %. The noise field was made up
of a set of spatial frequencies (ranging between 1P6 and
6-5 cycles deg-') of which the relative phases were randomized
over the trials. The stimuli were displayed on an ATRIS
monochrome monitor (resolution, 1440 x 728 pixels; frame
refresh rate, 77 Hz; ETAP, Malle, Belgium). Intertrial interval
was 1 s and stimulus exposure time was 300 ms. Subjects had to
respond within 600 ms of stimulus onset. A light-emitting diode
was used as the fixation target. Stimuli were positioned
centrally, at 5 deg eccentricity and at 7 9 deg eccentricity.

The subjects practised orientation discrimination at only one
reference orientation, the left oblique standard orientation. We
chose this orientation because we expected more learning to
occur with an oblique orientation than with a horizontal or
vertical orientation. Indeed, an earlier study on line orientation
discrimination reported that while selective practice of the
oblique standard orientation decreased its threshold by a factor
of 19, practising a principal standard orientation yielded no
reduction in just noticeable difference (JND) (Vogels & Orban,
1985). In identifying the orientation of a line tilted 9f8 or 7 deg
counter-clockwise from the vertical, only a 10% increase in
accuracy was observed (Shiu & Pashler, 1992). However, the
latter study used very short lines (and an eccentricity of 8 deg),
making the task very difficult, and the subjects were not
prevented from using position cues (Orban, Vandenbussche &
Vogels, 1984). In our study the stimulus was designed so that the
subjects could not use a cue other than orientation to solve the
task.

The task was one of identification (Vogels & Orban, 1985), only
one orientation being presented in each trial. The subjects had to

decide whether the noise field was tilted clockwise or counter-
clockwise to the reference orientation. Auditory feedback was
provided.

We used a transformed up-down staircase procedure (Wetherill
& Levitt, 1965) which converged on an orientation difference
corresponding to an 84% correct criterion. In this procedure the
reference orientation was never presented. The difference
between the orientation of the bars and the reference oblique
orientation was called the orientation difference (a). The starting
value for a was 7 deg. Step size was set at 20% d. JNDs were

defined as the logarithmic mean of the reversal points obtained
during 100 trials. Daily sessions consisted of sixteen blocks of 100
trials, except for the monocularity testing, where sessions
comprised only ten blocks of 100 trials. The geometric mean of
these ten or sixteen JNDs was determined. Subjects were trained
until asymptotic performance was reached over six sessions.

WAhen investigating the retinotopy of the learning effect, a

method of single stimuli (MSS) was also used (Vogels & Orban,
1986). The orientation difference a at which the subject reached a

90% correct criterion was split into three equal parts. This was
done at either side of the oblique. Thus, one of seven possible
orientations at symmetrical intervals around the reference
orientation, and including it, was presented. As in the staircase
method, there were two response alternatives. The orientations
were presented in random order, and with equal frequency. The
data of the 1600 trials obtained over the whole session were
pooled, and the proportion of left-key responses was calculated
for each orientation. After z-normalization of these proportions
and linear regression, the 84% correct JND was given by the
standard deviation. This method also offered an opportunity to
determine the point of subjective equality (PSE), thus estimating
the subject's bias during these tests. The PSE was given by the
orientation at which the subject responded with either key with
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Figure 2. Learning curve for orientation discrimination for a central stimulus and the same

stimulus presented at 5 deg eccentricity

Median JNDs obtained over 16 blocks (except in a few sessions where only 9 or 10 blocks were

performed) of 100 trials per day, are plotted as a function of the number of previous sessions. The
subject (K. L.) was trained binocularly with the staircase procedure. Performance for the centrally
presented noise field was retested 3 weeks after training at the peripheral position. The upper and
lower quartile boundaries (25th and 75th percentile) are indicated for the first and last training day at

each position. 0, central stimulus; *, the same stimulus at 5 deg eccentricity.
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A. A. Schoups, R. Vogels and G. A. Orban

Early in the visual pathway, different orientations are
handled by independent 'channels' (Hubel & Wiesel,
1968; Blakemore & Campbell, 1969), such that the
learning that occurs will most probably be associated with
one orientation without development of an equivalent
association with the orthogonal orientation. Both Shiu &
Pashler (1992) and Vogels & Orban (1985) investigated the
orientation specificity of the learned improvement in
line orientation discrimination. The former study
observed a decrease in performance after a change in
orientation markedly below the initial level of
performance. In contrast, Vogels & Orban (1985) noticed
that performance for the non-practised orientation had
improved during the training schedule, though not as
much as for the practised orientation. The importance of
position dependence and orientation specificity in the
determination of the localization of this form of adult
plasticity in the visual system led us to re-examine
perceptual learning in orientation discrimination.
Finally, the specificity of the learning effect for the
trained eye can also provide information on the
anatomical locus of the learning. By comparing the
receptive field size and precision of the position
dependency, together with the orientation specificity, we
hoped to determine the upper limit for localization of the
learning effect in the visual pathway. On the other hand,
since monocular cells can be found only in cortical area Vl
(Hubel & Wiesel, 1977), any restriction in the improvement
of the eye with training would unequivocally point to the
primary visual cortex as the site of the anatomical
changes. This would enable us to set the lower limit for
the localization.

The aim of our study was therefore to investigate, firstly,
whether improvement in performance for a particular
stimulus location in the visual field would transfer to a
nearby stimulus position. We tested various positions in
the visual field, both between the hemispheres and within
the same quadrant. We were especially interested in the
minimum distance between the trained and the new
position required for a rise in the threshold. Secondly, we
studied whether practising one orientation would confer a
gain to the identification of another orientation, and
thirdly, we investigated the monocularity of the learning
mechanism. We decided to use a circular unidimensional
noise field for the stimulus, containing a set of spatial
frequencies, instead of the single line used in previous
studies (Vogels & Orban, 1985; Shiu & Pashler, 1992). This
enabled us to maximize the number of neurons involved
in the task. Moreover, when combined with phase
randomization of the various stimuli presented, we could
remove any position cues that would help in solving the
orientation identification task. Preliminary data have
been presented in abstract form (Schoups, Vogels &
Orban, 1993).

METHODS
Six subjects (A. C., A. S., C. S., G. M., 1. S. and K. L.; five females
and one male), without previous experience in psychophysical
orientation discrimination tests, participated in the experiment.
They had normal or corrected-to-normal eyesight. For those
subjects participating in monocular tests, both eyes did not differ
from one another by more than 025 dioptres. The heads of the
subjects were not restrained and they viewed the stimuli in a
dimly lit room (0007 cd m-2).

Figure 1. Example of a stimulus used in the experiments
The width of the bars and their position varied randomly between different stimuli, i.e. between trials.

J. Physiol. 483.3798

• Learning of Orientation discrimination leads to dramatic improvements.

[Schoups et al, 1995] 

• Learning is precisely specific to position

Example 1: Orientation discrimination

804 A. A. Schoups, R. r

between the trained and untrained eye would occur.
Absence of interocular transfer would imply that the
changes accompanying the learning remain restricted to
monocular cells. Three subjects were tested on the first
day for orientation judgements using either eye for a
stimulus presented centrally (Fig. 7D) or at 5 deg
eccentricity (Fig. 7B and C). They then continued to
practise that orientation with one eye, while the other
was covered with an opaque patch. A fourth subject (A. S.,
Fig. 7A) started practising one eye without previous
exposure of the stimulus to the other eye; in her training
protocol, the stimulus position was at 7-9 deg eccentricity.
After reaching stable levels, the patch was switched to the
untrained eye, and performance was again tested. In
three subjects, complete transfer of the learning effect was
observed between the two eyes (Fig. 7A, Band D). In these
subjects, there was no difference between the trained eye
on the last day of practice and the untrained eye tested
on the following day. There was a highly significant effect
of practice both for the trained and for the untrained eye

Vogrels and G. A. Orban J. Physiol. 483.3

(A.S., F(2,18) = 59-9, P <0-000001; G.M., F(3,15) = 27-6,
P < 0-000002; I.S., F(3,15) = 82-4, P < 0-000001). In the
fourth subject (C.S., Fig. 7C), transfer was only partial.
For this subject, performance with the trained eye on the
last day of training was still significantly above
performance with the untrained eye. However, as in the
other three subjects, practice had a highly significant
effect on both the trained as well as the untrained eye
(F(3,15) = 51-3, P < 0-000001). It is unclear why transfer
was only partial in this subject, though probably the
higher variability between sessions, especially around a
stable threshold level, compared with the other subjects,
accounts for this failure to observe complete transfer.

Is there improvement only within the training
sessions?
We often found improvement within a daily session to be
very small. To measure this improvement, we calculated
the slope of the curve relating the JND to the number of
blocks within a session. Figure 8 shows these daily
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Figure 6. Orientation specificity of the training effect
Three subjects practised orientation discrimination with the staircase method around the left oblique
orientation (O, 135 deg), and were then tested on their performance in judging the orientation of the
other oblique orientation (m, 45 deg). Stimulus position was at 5 deg eccentricity. Each JND is the
median obtained over the whole session, based on 16 blocks of 100 trials. Session numbering does not
start from zero, to maintain chronological order for the whole training schedule for each subject. As
such, comparison with Figs 2 and 4 is made easier. In A and B, JNDs for the untrained right oblique
orientation were significantly above the pretraining JNDs for the left oblique orientation.
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• PL in orientation discrimination is specific to the trained orientation.

A. A. Schoups, R. Vogels and G. A. Orban

Early in the visual pathway, different orientations are
handled by independent 'channels' (Hubel & Wiesel,
1968; Blakemore & Campbell, 1969), such that the
learning that occurs will most probably be associated with
one orientation without development of an equivalent
association with the orthogonal orientation. Both Shiu &
Pashler (1992) and Vogels & Orban (1985) investigated the
orientation specificity of the learned improvement in
line orientation discrimination. The former study
observed a decrease in performance after a change in
orientation markedly below the initial level of
performance. In contrast, Vogels & Orban (1985) noticed
that performance for the non-practised orientation had
improved during the training schedule, though not as
much as for the practised orientation. The importance of
position dependence and orientation specificity in the
determination of the localization of this form of adult
plasticity in the visual system led us to re-examine
perceptual learning in orientation discrimination.
Finally, the specificity of the learning effect for the
trained eye can also provide information on the
anatomical locus of the learning. By comparing the
receptive field size and precision of the position
dependency, together with the orientation specificity, we
hoped to determine the upper limit for localization of the
learning effect in the visual pathway. On the other hand,
since monocular cells can be found only in cortical area Vl
(Hubel & Wiesel, 1977), any restriction in the improvement
of the eye with training would unequivocally point to the
primary visual cortex as the site of the anatomical
changes. This would enable us to set the lower limit for
the localization.

The aim of our study was therefore to investigate, firstly,
whether improvement in performance for a particular
stimulus location in the visual field would transfer to a
nearby stimulus position. We tested various positions in
the visual field, both between the hemispheres and within
the same quadrant. We were especially interested in the
minimum distance between the trained and the new
position required for a rise in the threshold. Secondly, we
studied whether practising one orientation would confer a
gain to the identification of another orientation, and
thirdly, we investigated the monocularity of the learning
mechanism. We decided to use a circular unidimensional
noise field for the stimulus, containing a set of spatial
frequencies, instead of the single line used in previous
studies (Vogels & Orban, 1985; Shiu & Pashler, 1992). This
enabled us to maximize the number of neurons involved
in the task. Moreover, when combined with phase
randomization of the various stimuli presented, we could
remove any position cues that would help in solving the
orientation identification task. Preliminary data have
been presented in abstract form (Schoups, Vogels &
Orban, 1993).

METHODS
Six subjects (A. C., A. S., C. S., G. M., 1. S. and K. L.; five females
and one male), without previous experience in psychophysical
orientation discrimination tests, participated in the experiment.
They had normal or corrected-to-normal eyesight. For those
subjects participating in monocular tests, both eyes did not differ
from one another by more than 025 dioptres. The heads of the
subjects were not restrained and they viewed the stimuli in a
dimly lit room (0007 cd m-2).

Figure 1. Example of a stimulus used in the experiments
The width of the bars and their position varied randomly between different stimuli, i.e. between trials.
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Earlyinthevisualpathway,differentorientationsare
handledbyindependent'channels'(Hubel&Wiesel,
1968;Blakemore&Campbell,1969),suchthatthe
learningthatoccurswillmostprobablybeassociatedwith
oneorientationwithoutdevelopmentofanequivalent
associationwiththeorthogonalorientation.BothShiu&
Pashler(1992)andVogels&Orban(1985)investigatedthe
orientationspecificityofthelearnedimprovementin
lineorientationdiscrimination.Theformerstudy
observedadecreaseinperformanceafterachangein
orientationmarkedlybelowtheinitiallevelof
performance.Incontrast,Vogels&Orban(1985)noticed
thatperformanceforthenon-practisedorientationhad
improvedduringthetrainingschedule,thoughnotas
muchasforthepractisedorientation.Theimportanceof
positiondependenceandorientationspecificityinthe
determinationofthelocalizationofthisformofadult
plasticityinthevisualsystemledustore-examine
perceptuallearninginorientationdiscrimination.
Finally,thespecificityofthelearningeffectforthe
trainedeyecanalsoprovideinformationonthe
anatomicallocusofthelearning.Bycomparingthe
receptivefieldsizeandprecisionoftheposition
dependency,togetherwiththeorientationspecificity,we
hopedtodeterminetheupperlimitforlocalizationofthe
learningeffectinthevisualpathway.Ontheotherhand,
sincemonocularcellscanbefoundonlyincorticalareaVl
(Hubel&Wiesel,1977),anyrestrictionintheimprovement
oftheeyewithtrainingwouldunequivocallypointtothe
primaryvisualcortexasthesiteoftheanatomical
changes.Thiswouldenableustosetthelowerlimitfor
thelocalization.

Theaimofourstudywasthereforetoinvestigate,firstly,
whetherimprovementinperformanceforaparticular
stimuluslocationinthevisualfieldwouldtransfertoa
nearbystimulusposition.Wetestedvariouspositionsin
thevisualfield,bothbetweenthehemispheresandwithin
thesamequadrant.Wewereespeciallyinterestedinthe
minimumdistancebetweenthetrainedandthenew
positionrequiredforariseinthethreshold.Secondly,we
studiedwhetherpractisingoneorientationwouldconfera
gaintotheidentificationofanotherorientation,and
thirdly,weinvestigatedthemonocularityofthelearning
mechanism.Wedecidedtouseacircularunidimensional
noisefieldforthestimulus,containingasetofspatial
frequencies,insteadofthesinglelineusedinprevious
studies(Vogels&Orban,1985;Shiu&Pashler,1992).This
enabledustomaximizethenumberofneuronsinvolved
inthetask.Moreover,whencombinedwithphase
randomizationofthevariousstimulipresented,wecould
removeanypositioncuesthatwouldhelpinsolvingthe
orientationidentificationtask.Preliminarydatahave
beenpresentedinabstractform(Schoups,Vogels&
Orban,1993).

METHODS
Sixsubjects(A.C.,A.S.,C.S.,G.M.,1.S.andK.L.;fivefemales
andonemale),withoutpreviousexperienceinpsychophysical
orientationdiscriminationtests,participatedintheexperiment.
Theyhadnormalorcorrected-to-normaleyesight.Forthose
subjectsparticipatinginmonoculartests,botheyesdidnotdiffer
fromoneanotherbymorethan025dioptres.Theheadsofthe
subjectswerenotrestrainedandtheyviewedthestimuliina
dimlylitroom(0007cdm-2).

Figure1.Exampleofastimulususedintheexperiments
Thewidthofthebarsandtheirpositionvariedrandomlybetweendifferentstimuli,i.e.betweentrials.
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Example : Orientation discrimination

(Gilbert, 2001; McKee & Westheimer, 1978; Poggio et al., 1992; 

Seitz et al., 2005; and others . . .)
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Other types of specificity

So perceptual learning must lead to changes in the brain,

Where?  Which?



Neural Basis of Perceptual Learning

• Specificity of Learning suggests that learning takes place in early 

sensory cortex, where neurons have such specificity.

• The simplest assumption is that the neural representation (of e.g. 

orientation, direction) in early sensory cortex (e.g. V1) is changing during 

learning.

• Electrophysiological studies in awake monkeys to test this hypothesis in 

auditory and somatosensory cortex (Recanzone et al 1992), and visual 

cortex MT(Zohary et al 1994), V1 (Schoups et al, 2000, Ghose et al 2001) 

and V4 (Raiguel et al 2006, Yang & Maunsell 2004) 

Plasticity in somato-sensory, motor and auditory cortex 

• Monkey trained to discriminate the frequency of tactile vibrations applied on 

the finger show increase in topographic representation of the part of the hand 

that was stimulated in somatosensory area 3B.

• Similarly, monkeys trained to discriminate tone frequencies show increase in 

tonotopic representation in A1 for trained frequency (Recanzone et al, 1993).
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FIG. 8. Cortical representations of the small area of skin trained in the tactile discrimination task (dark stippling), the 
corresponding location on an adjacent, untrained control digit (light stippling), or to both digits. Each panel represents a 
different monkey that showed an improvement in performance with training. Stars denote locations of hairy skin representa- 
tion. 

that there may be a rough correlation between the area of 
representation and the improvement in behavioral perfor- 
mance with training. 

Receptive-field sizes . 

The previous analysis revealed that the cortical area of 
representation of a restricted skin area expanded in trained 
hemispheres, even though the cortical area of representa- 
tion of the entire digit was equivalent to those of control 
digits. One might expect that the increase of the cortical 
representation of a restricted skin field would result in a 
corresponding decrease in receptive fields over this skin re- 
gion. That prediction is based on the “inverse rule” that 
applies to normal animals, by which receptive-field sizes are 

inversely related to the areas of the cortical representation 
of specific skin sectors (Sur et al. 1980). 

In contrast to this expectation, the sizes of receptive fields 
increased in the zone of representation of the trained digit 
when compared with receptive fields representing the adja- 
cent digits and the control hands. A random sample of re- 
ceptive fields defined within area 3b representing hands 
trained in the task is shown in Fig. 14. The only exception 
was seen in animal E.5 (bottom right). This monkey’s per- 
formance did improve (Table 1 ), and in this monkey there 
was an increase in the cortical territory of representation of 
the behaviorally engaged skin in area 3b (see Fig. 12). In all 
of the successfully trained animals, receptive fields were 
more densely located on the stimulated digit (stimulation 
sites are marked by black dots; digit 3 for cases EE-1 and 
EE-2, digit 4 for case EE-3, and digit 2 for case EE-5 in Fig. 

• Changes are controversial in V1

• Schoups et al (2001) found an increase in the slopes of neurons with flanks 

at the trained orientation.

• Ghose et al (2002) found no change.

• Difference might be in level of difficulty of the task

Orientation discrimination : Perceptual Learning in V1 ?

• Changes are more pronounced in V4 than V1, but still modest. 

• Yang and Maunsell, 2004 in V4 : neurons with preferred orientations close 

to the trained range had stronger response and narrower tuning curves after 

learning.  

• Raiguel et al, 2006, argue on the contrary  neurons with flanks at trained 

range increase their slope after learning.

from the distributions of parameters from
fits to individual neuron responses, the av-
erage orientation tuning for the trained
population was substantially narrower,
and the amplitude of the tuning function
was larger. The bandwidth of the Gaussian
for the trained population was 24.3°,
whereas that for the control population
was 30.0°. The amplitude of the tuning
curve for the trained population was 0.51,
whereas that for the untrained population
was 0.41.

Orientation tuning as a function of
preferred orientation
Training did not significantly increase the
number of neurons that preferred orienta-
tions close to the trained orientation. Nev-
ertheless, we were interested in seeing
whether its effects on orientation tuning
bandwidth and amplitude were preferen-
tially distributed among those neurons
that responded best to the trained
orientation.

The left column in Figure 7 shows the
average orientation tuning bandwidth,
amplitude, and maximum d’ as a function
of the preferred orientation of the neurons.
Values from trained (black) and untrained
(gray) populations are plotted separately.
The vertical offsets between the two lines in
each pair reflect the overall changes be-
tween the trained and control populations
that were described above. Additionally,
there is a tendency for the differences be-
tween the trained and control values to be
larger for neurons that preferred orienta-
tions close to the trained orientation (solid
lines), compared with cells that preferred
orientations far away from the trained ori-
entation (dashed line). We examined this
further by separately pooling the data from
neurons with preferred orientations in the
two ranges (right column) and testing the

effects of training and preferred orientation using a two-way
ANOVA (Table 2).

Within the trained population, cells preferring orientations
near the trained orientation had significantly narrower tuning
curves and higher maximum d’ than neurons preferring other
orientations. The change in tuning curve amplitude was not sig-
nificantly different between the two groups. As expected, no sig-
nificance differences related to orientation preference were seen
in the untrained population. Thus, training showed some speci-
ficity not only for neurons with receptive fields in the trained
location but also for those neurons that preferred orientations
close to the trained orientation.

Spatial frequency tuning
From the earliest stages of training, the animals performed the
match-to-sample task using two specific spatial frequencies (1.0
and 4.0 cycles/degree). Because spatial frequency was irrelevant
for this task, it provides a check for the effects of extensive expo-
sure to particular stimuli. Responses to a range of spatial frequen-

Figure 5. Orientation tuning of the trained and untrained populations. Each column contains distributions for one orientation
tuning parameter for trained (black) and untrained (gray) populations. The dashed lines represent median values. p values are
shown where there is a significant difference between the trained and the control populations. Training reduced the width and
increased the height of orientation tuning curves. These effects combined to significantly improve discriminability.

Figure 6. Population orientation tuning curves aligned to the preferred orientation of each
cell. The tuning curve of each cell was normalized to its maximum response, and its preferred
orientation was assigned a value of 0°. Black points are the average for the trained population;
gray points are the average for the untrained population. The average points for each popula-
tion have been fit with a Gaussian function. The trained population has sharper tuning (! !
24.3° vs ! ! 30.0°). The error bars are the SEM, which are smaller than the symbols for some
points.

Table 1. Tuning parameters of V4 neurons

Amplitude
(spike/sec) Bandwidth

Baseline
(spike/sec)

Maximum d"
(discriminability)

Monkey 1
Trained 18.9 # 3.0 34.7 # 4.1° 10.1 # 1.8 0.091 # 0.007

(13.5 # 3.4°)
Control 14.0 # 1.8 40.3 # 4.6° 15.2 # 2.7 0.069 # 0.006

(18.3 # 4.1°)
p 0.006 0.08 0.003 0.005

Monkey 2
Trained 18.4 # 2.2 31.0 # 2.8° 14.1 # 2.2 0.093 # 0.005

(12.3 # 1.7°)
Control 15.0 # 2.3 34.0 # 4.1° 13.8 # 2.4 0.078 # 0.005

(15.3 # 3.2°)
p 0.04 0.22 0.84 0.05

Monkey 1 $ 2
Trained 18.6 # 1.8 32.5 # 2.3° 12.6 # 1.6 0.092 # 0.004

(12.5 # 1.5°)
Control 14.5 # 1.4 37.2 # 3.1° 14.5 # 1.8 0.073 # 0.003

(16.6 # 2.7°)
p <0.001 0.01 0.12 <0.001

Mean values and 95% confidence intervals are shown, except for discriminability, for which medians are given. All parameters are obtained from fitting a
wrapped Gaussian function. t tests were used to obtain the p value for amplitude, bandwidth, baseline, and d". Numbers in bold indicate p "0.05.
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An alternative hypothesis:  learning is in the ‘read-out’

• learning changes the read-out, a.k.a `selective reweighting!

stimulus generation and behavioral monitoring were under computer
control. The animal had to fixate a central fixation point throughout each
trial. Five hundred milliseconds after the animal acquired fixation and
pressed a lever, a sample stimulus appeared for 500 msec, followed by a
500 –550 msec delay during which only the fixation point was on the
screen. A second stimulus then appeared, and the animal had to use a
lever to report whether the orientations of the sample and test stimuli
were the same. On each trial, the animal had to release the lever within
600 msec of the appearance of the test stimulus or continue to depress it
throughout that period, depending on whether the stimuli matched.

The stimuli were temporally counterphasing Gabors (! ! 0.5°; 4 Hz
sinusoidal contrast modulation; peak contrast, "100%). The stimuli ap-
peared on a background of uniform gray that had the same mean lumi-
nance as the Gabors. After the earliest stage of training, the stimuli were
always presented in the same retinal location (3° eccentric, 1.5° azimuth
right, and #2.6° elevation), and the orientation of the Gabors was slightly
offset (clockwise or counterclockwise) from 45°. The size of the orienta-
tion offset depended on the animal’s performance (see below). Matching
stimuli had orientation offset in the same direction, whereas nonmatch-
ing stimuli did not. The offset of the sample stimulus from 45° was
selected randomly on each trial to be clockwise or counterclockwise. The
spatial frequency of the Gabors was one of two values (1 cycle/degree and
4 cycles/degree), with the sample and the test stimuli in each trial always
assuming different values to discourage the monkey from using cues
other than orientation to perform the task, such as an luminance change
at a certain screen area or a potential rotation illusion to detect an orien-
tation change.

Each monkey underwent a brief initial training with vertical and hor-
izontal orientations and identical spatial frequencies to learn the match-
ing task. During this phase, the stimuli were centered on the display, and
there was no fixation control. Once the basic task had been learned, we
implanted a headpost and a scleral search coil, enforced fixation, and
used eccentric stimuli for all subsequent training. Animals were required
to hold their gaze within 0.75° of the fixation point. A typical training
session lasted from 2 to 4 hr, during which the monkeys performed
1000 –2000 correct trials. The orientation difference between nonmatch-
ing sample and test stimuli was reduced whenever the animal performed
the task at over 80% correct for at least 200 trials. The orientation differ-

ence was adjusted manually during the training of monkey 1. For mon-
keys 2 and 3, the computer monitored performance and adjusted the
difficulty automatically. In addition, we added distractor stimuli when
training monkey 1. These distractors were temporally counterphased
Gabors that appeared simultaneously with the sample and test stimuli. A
total of 18 Gabors were presented on the screen, including the stimulus at
the trained location (which was the only behaviorally relevant stimulus)
and 17 others. The orientations and spatial frequencies of the distractors
were varied from trial to trial. The 18 stimuli were arranged in three
concentric rings at eccentricities of 1.5°, 3°, and 6°, each containing six
stimuli, with the size of the Gabors scaled with distance from the fixation
point (! of 0.25°, 0.5°, and 1.0°).

We trained each monkey to do an additional simple match-to-sample
task using obliquely oriented lines that were presented at fixation (length,
0.28°; eccentricity, 0.14°) with the same timing that was used for the
primary task. As with the primary task, monkeys used a lever to report
whether the orientation of sample lines and test lines were the same. The
orientations of the sample and test lines were always either the same or
orthogonal. During recording sessions, the central matching task was
used to direct the animal’s attention away from the peripheral stimuli
that were used to measure orientation and spatial frequency tuning, to
reduce the chance that these stimuli would affect the animal’s training or
that attention to orientations close to the trained orientation would dis-
tort response functions. The monkeys’ performance at this central fixa-
tion task was over 90% correct.

Recording techniques. When the animal’s performance had asymptoted
(after 100,000 –150,000 trials) (Fig. 2 A), recordings were made from V4
in both cerebral hemispheres. The hemisphere contralateral to the
trained location provided neurons with receptive fields overlapping the
trained location. The hemisphere ipsilateral to the trained location pro-
vided neurons with receptive fields that overlapped a location in the
opposite hemifield that was mirror-symmetric to the trained location.
We refer to this mirror-symmetric position as the untrained location.
Neurons with receptive fields overlapping the untrained location pro-
vided a control sample against which the effect of training could be
compared.

For each hemisphere, a recording chamber was implanted over V4,
and a craniotomy was made to allow access to transdural Pt-Ir microelec-
trodes (impedance, "1 M$ at 1 kHz). The electrodes were advanced by
a hydraulic microdrive mounted over the chamber before daily recording
sessions. Spikes from individual neurons were isolated using a window
discriminator, and the time of their occurrence was recorded with a
resolution of 1 msec. When searching neurons in V4, we presented Ga-
bors with different sizes, spatial frequencies, and orientations at a rate of
25 per second at the trained (or untrained) location while animals were
performing the central match-to-sample task. From our previous expe-
rience, the fast flashing stimuli were effective stimuli for generating re-
sponses from neurons with different orientation, spatial frequency, and
size preferences. Data were recorded from all neurons that responded to
these stimuli.

Once the spikes of a neuron were isolated, we measured its orientation
and spatial frequency tuning. Responses to eight orientations (22.5° in-
tervals) and five spatial frequencies (0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 cycle/degree) were
recorded. Different stimuli were interleaved randomly, and at least eight
repetitions of each stimulus were presented. The stimuli for these mea-
surements were Gabors of the same size (! ! 0.5°) as the training stim-
ulus, centered on either the trained or the untrained location. Monkeys
performed the central match-to-sample task while these measurements
were made. Approximately 100 neurons were recorded from each hemi-
sphere in the course of "20 electrode penetrations. We recorded both
trained and untrained samples in monkeys 1 and 2 and a trained sample
in monkey 3.

In monkeys 1 and 3, we made additional recordings to determine
whether neuronal responses differed when the animal performed the
trained task. For these recordings, we interleaved trials of the central and
peripheral match-to-sample tasks, with the peripheral match-to-sample
stimuli present in both cases.

Specificity of behavioral training. After all recordings were completed,
we tested the specificity of the training by measuring behavioral perfor-

Figure 1. Orientation match-to-sample task. Monkeys held their gaze on a central fixation
point while two stimuli were presented sequentially, separated by a brief delay. The stimuli
were temporally counterphasing Gabors (!! 0.5°) that were oriented close to 45°. They were
centered at 1.5° azimuth and #2.6° elevation (3.0° eccentricity and #60° polar angle). Mon-
keys used a lever to report whether the orientations of two stimuli were the same. Monkey 1
was trained to release the lever if the sample and test stimuli were the same but to continue to
hold when they differed. Monkeys 2 and 3 released the lever for nonmatching orientation and
continued to hold for matches. To ensure that the monkeys did the task using only orientation,
in each trial the two stimuli had different spatial frequencies (1 cycle/degree and 4 cycles/
degree). The sample and test stimuli here differ by 3°, which was close to the threshold for
monkeys 2 and 3.
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stimulus generation and behavioral monitoring were under computer
control. The animal had to fixate a central fixation point throughout each
trial. Five hundred milliseconds after the animal acquired fixation and
pressed a lever, a sample stimulus appeared for 500 msec, followed by a
500 –550 msec delay during which only the fixation point was on the
screen. A second stimulus then appeared, and the animal had to use a
lever to report whether the orientations of the sample and test stimuli
were the same. On each trial, the animal had to release the lever within
600 msec of the appearance of the test stimulus or continue to depress it
throughout that period, depending on whether the stimuli matched.

The stimuli were temporally counterphasing Gabors (! ! 0.5°; 4 Hz
sinusoidal contrast modulation; peak contrast, "100%). The stimuli ap-
peared on a background of uniform gray that had the same mean lumi-
nance as the Gabors. After the earliest stage of training, the stimuli were
always presented in the same retinal location (3° eccentric, 1.5° azimuth
right, and #2.6° elevation), and the orientation of the Gabors was slightly
offset (clockwise or counterclockwise) from 45°. The size of the orienta-
tion offset depended on the animal’s performance (see below). Matching
stimuli had orientation offset in the same direction, whereas nonmatch-
ing stimuli did not. The offset of the sample stimulus from 45° was
selected randomly on each trial to be clockwise or counterclockwise. The
spatial frequency of the Gabors was one of two values (1 cycle/degree and
4 cycles/degree), with the sample and the test stimuli in each trial always
assuming different values to discourage the monkey from using cues
other than orientation to perform the task, such as an luminance change
at a certain screen area or a potential rotation illusion to detect an orien-
tation change.

Each monkey underwent a brief initial training with vertical and hor-
izontal orientations and identical spatial frequencies to learn the match-
ing task. During this phase, the stimuli were centered on the display, and
there was no fixation control. Once the basic task had been learned, we
implanted a headpost and a scleral search coil, enforced fixation, and
used eccentric stimuli for all subsequent training. Animals were required
to hold their gaze within 0.75° of the fixation point. A typical training
session lasted from 2 to 4 hr, during which the monkeys performed
1000 –2000 correct trials. The orientation difference between nonmatch-
ing sample and test stimuli was reduced whenever the animal performed
the task at over 80% correct for at least 200 trials. The orientation differ-

ence was adjusted manually during the training of monkey 1. For mon-
keys 2 and 3, the computer monitored performance and adjusted the
difficulty automatically. In addition, we added distractor stimuli when
training monkey 1. These distractors were temporally counterphased
Gabors that appeared simultaneously with the sample and test stimuli. A
total of 18 Gabors were presented on the screen, including the stimulus at
the trained location (which was the only behaviorally relevant stimulus)
and 17 others. The orientations and spatial frequencies of the distractors
were varied from trial to trial. The 18 stimuli were arranged in three
concentric rings at eccentricities of 1.5°, 3°, and 6°, each containing six
stimuli, with the size of the Gabors scaled with distance from the fixation
point (! of 0.25°, 0.5°, and 1.0°).

We trained each monkey to do an additional simple match-to-sample
task using obliquely oriented lines that were presented at fixation (length,
0.28°; eccentricity, 0.14°) with the same timing that was used for the
primary task. As with the primary task, monkeys used a lever to report
whether the orientation of sample lines and test lines were the same. The
orientations of the sample and test lines were always either the same or
orthogonal. During recording sessions, the central matching task was
used to direct the animal’s attention away from the peripheral stimuli
that were used to measure orientation and spatial frequency tuning, to
reduce the chance that these stimuli would affect the animal’s training or
that attention to orientations close to the trained orientation would dis-
tort response functions. The monkeys’ performance at this central fixa-
tion task was over 90% correct.

Recording techniques. When the animal’s performance had asymptoted
(after 100,000 –150,000 trials) (Fig. 2 A), recordings were made from V4
in both cerebral hemispheres. The hemisphere contralateral to the
trained location provided neurons with receptive fields overlapping the
trained location. The hemisphere ipsilateral to the trained location pro-
vided neurons with receptive fields that overlapped a location in the
opposite hemifield that was mirror-symmetric to the trained location.
We refer to this mirror-symmetric position as the untrained location.
Neurons with receptive fields overlapping the untrained location pro-
vided a control sample against which the effect of training could be
compared.

For each hemisphere, a recording chamber was implanted over V4,
and a craniotomy was made to allow access to transdural Pt-Ir microelec-
trodes (impedance, "1 M$ at 1 kHz). The electrodes were advanced by
a hydraulic microdrive mounted over the chamber before daily recording
sessions. Spikes from individual neurons were isolated using a window
discriminator, and the time of their occurrence was recorded with a
resolution of 1 msec. When searching neurons in V4, we presented Ga-
bors with different sizes, spatial frequencies, and orientations at a rate of
25 per second at the trained (or untrained) location while animals were
performing the central match-to-sample task. From our previous expe-
rience, the fast flashing stimuli were effective stimuli for generating re-
sponses from neurons with different orientation, spatial frequency, and
size preferences. Data were recorded from all neurons that responded to
these stimuli.

Once the spikes of a neuron were isolated, we measured its orientation
and spatial frequency tuning. Responses to eight orientations (22.5° in-
tervals) and five spatial frequencies (0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 cycle/degree) were
recorded. Different stimuli were interleaved randomly, and at least eight
repetitions of each stimulus were presented. The stimuli for these mea-
surements were Gabors of the same size (! ! 0.5°) as the training stim-
ulus, centered on either the trained or the untrained location. Monkeys
performed the central match-to-sample task while these measurements
were made. Approximately 100 neurons were recorded from each hemi-
sphere in the course of "20 electrode penetrations. We recorded both
trained and untrained samples in monkeys 1 and 2 and a trained sample
in monkey 3.

In monkeys 1 and 3, we made additional recordings to determine
whether neuronal responses differed when the animal performed the
trained task. For these recordings, we interleaved trials of the central and
peripheral match-to-sample tasks, with the peripheral match-to-sample
stimuli present in both cases.

Specificity of behavioral training. After all recordings were completed,
we tested the specificity of the training by measuring behavioral perfor-

Figure 1. Orientation match-to-sample task. Monkeys held their gaze on a central fixation
point while two stimuli were presented sequentially, separated by a brief delay. The stimuli
were temporally counterphasing Gabors (!! 0.5°) that were oriented close to 45°. They were
centered at 1.5° azimuth and #2.6° elevation (3.0° eccentricity and #60° polar angle). Mon-
keys used a lever to report whether the orientations of two stimuli were the same. Monkey 1
was trained to release the lever if the sample and test stimuli were the same but to continue to
hold when they differed. Monkeys 2 and 3 released the lever for nonmatching orientation and
continued to hold for matches. To ensure that the monkeys did the task using only orientation,
in each trial the two stimuli had different spatial frequencies (1 cycle/degree and 4 cycles/
degree). The sample and test stimuli here differ by 3°, which was close to the threshold for
monkeys 2 and 3.
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• learning changes the neural representation

  Learning of the ‘decoder’: Physiological evidence

• Law and Gold, Nat Neuro (2008):

"neural correlates of perceptual 

learning in a sensori-motor (LIP), but 

not a sensory (MT), cortical area.

tuning properties, including the receptive field (RF) location and
direction preference of MT neurons and the response field location
of LIP neurons (Supplementary Fig. 1 online). After finding the
appropriate neuron(s), we placed the motion stimulus in the MT RF
(or in its modal location if no MT neuron was found) and one of the
two choice targets in the LIP response field (or in its modal location if
no LIP neuron was found). Training occurred only while the responses
of at least one MTor LIP neuron were isolated and recorded, allowing
us to make direct, session-by-session comparisons of behavioral and
neuronal performance as training progressed.
Behavioral performance improved steadily for both monkeys with

training (Fig. 2). In early sessions, we trained monkeys on a simplified
version of the task using only the strongest motion stimulus (99%
coherence) to reinforce the association between motion direction and
saccade target. After their performance on this easy condition improved
to well above chance (4B75% correct), we introduced more difficult
stimuli using randomly interleaved motion coherences and viewing
durations (indicated as session 1 in Fig. 2c). Nevertheless, we continued
to randomly interleave trials with 99% coherence in each session
throughout training (Fig. 2c). For both monkeys, declining error
rates on these high-coherence trials as a function of session were
fit by a single-exponential function with a lower asymptote
of zero (mean ± s.e.m., initial value ! 0.51 ± 0.02 for monkey C,

0.48 ± 0.01 for monkey Z; time constant ! 3.6 ± 0.4 sessions for
monkey C, 30.4 ± 1.1 sessions for monkey Z). Thus, both monkeys
learned how to perform the task in early sessions and were soon able to
express the visuomotor association for high-coherence stimuli with few
or no errors.
In addition to learning the association, the monkeys learned to

better discriminate weaker and weaker motion signals at shorter
viewing times. We examined the performance of monkey C in
two sample sessions, one early and one late in training (Fig. 2a).
For nearly all coherences and viewing times, the percentage of
correct responses was greater in the later session than in the
earlier session. Indeed, throughout training, performance im-
proved significantly for all nonzero coherences for monkey C and
for 12.8–99.9% coherence for monkey Z (linear regression of
percent correct per coherence with training session; H0: slope ! 0,
P o 0.05).
To further quantify improvements in performance with training, we

used a time-dependent cumulative Weibull function (equation (1) and
solid lines in Fig. 2a,b) to estimate the discrimination threshold, which
is the motion strength at which the monkey correctly discriminated the
direction of motion B82% of the time for a 1-s viewing duration, for
each session. This function takes into account associative (high coher-
ence) errors (l in equation (1)) and can therefore indicate changes in
threshold that are distinct from changes in associative learning or lapses
of attention (Supplementary Fig. 2 online). Thresholds improved from
B67% toB15% coherence for monkey C and fromB68% toB19%
coherence for monkey Z, with a time course that was substantially
longer than that for the associative improvements (mean ± s.e.m., time
constants of single-exponential solid curves ! 24.6 ± 0.4 sessions for
monkey C and 58.5 ± 2.5 sessions for monkey Z, final
value ! 14.7 ± 0.1% coherence for monkey C and 19.3 ± 0.4%
coherence for monkey Z, Fig. 2c; improvements in high-coherence
errors were limited to early sessions, whereas improvements in thresh-
old were apparent throughout most of training; Fig. 2d). Other
behavioral parameters, including the shape and time dependence of
the psychometric function, did not show similar systematic
changes with training (Supplementary Table 1 online). The goal
of this study was to identify changes in the response properties of
MT and LIP neurons that accompanied the improvements in
discrimination threshold.

Eye movement

Motion on

Targets on

Fixation

LIP RF
MT RF

Tim
e

a

b MT LIP

Figure 1 Task and anatomical localization. (a) Direction-discrimination task.
The motion stimulus matched the RF location and preferred direction (and its
1801 opposite) of the middle temporal area (MT) neuron being recorded or
the modal values from previous sessions if no MT neuron was found. One
target was placed in the response field of the LIP neuron being recorded or
the modal location from previous sessions if no LIP neuron was found, and
the other was placed in the opposite visual hemifield. (b) Anatomical
localization of recording site locations in areas MT (left, cyan) and LIP (right,
red) using magnetic resonance imaging. Top, volume rendering using the
AFNI49 render plugin showing the three-dimensional orientation of the
recording cylinders relative to the head. Middle, partial reconstruction of the
cortical surface along with the projection of the recording cylinder using Caret
and SureFit50 (http://brainmap.wustl.edu/caret) and custom software. The
yellow arrow in the left panel points to the location of area MT (red) along the
superior temporal sulcus. The yellow arrow in the right panel points to the
location of area LIP (brown) along the intraparietal sulcus. Bottom, partial
penetration maps of successful recording sites (black points) superimposed on
planes of sections perpendicular to the long axis of the recording cylinder. MT
sites (top) ranged in depth from 6–9 mm from the dura mater. LIP sites
(bottom) ranged in depth from 4–7 mm from the dura mater. These images
were generated with previously described methods (Kalwani, R.M., Bloy, L.,
Hulvershorn, J., Elliot, M.A. & Gold, J.I. Soc. Neurosci. Abstr. 454.14, 2005).
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shown that MT neurons predict choice slightly, but reliably, in fully
trainedmonkeys (B0.55, where 0.5 is chance and 1.0 is perfect; ref. 17),
which is the relationship expected for elements in a pool of weakly
correlated neurons that provide noisy evidence for the decision31.
Choice probability increased as a function of training session (com-
bined data from both monkeys, mean ± s.e.m., choice probability of
0.493 ± 0.011 for the first 30% and 0.549 ± 0.018 for the last 30% of
sessions). Moreover, the relationship between choice probability and
motion sensitivity in the MT changed systematically over the course of
training such that more-sensitive neurons became more predictive of
the monkey’s direction decision as training progressed (correlation
coefficient between choice probability and neurometric thresholds of
MT neurons in the first one-third of the sessions, r ! 0.02, H0: r ! 0,
P ! 0.56; second one-third of the sessions, r ! –0.23, P ! 0.11; third
one-third of the sessions, r ! –0.34, P ! 0.04; Fig. 3c).
In principle, the increases in choice probability could arise from

an increase in correlated firing among MT neurons. In a small number
of simultaneously recorded pairs of MT neurons, however, preli-
minary evidence indicated that the degree of correlation was
similar before (mean ± s.e.m., correlation coefficient r ! 0.16 ± 0.06,
n ! 8) and during (r ! 0.18 ± 0.04, n ! 9) training and did not
increase over the course of training (linear regression, H0: slope ! 0,
P ! 0.57). Thus, the systematic change in choice proba-
bility probably reflects an increasingly selective readout of activity
from MT neurons, particularly those most sensitive to the
motion stimulus.

LIP responses changed with training
The responses of individual LIP neurons dur-
ing motion viewing were recorded throughout
training (monkey C, n ! 123; monkey Z,
n! 99 LIP neurons recorded during training).
We determined the average spike rates of the
population of LIP neurons recorded from
monkey C aligned to motion onset and sac-
cade onset for different training epochs
(Fig. 4a). Throughout training, in trials in
which the monkey selected the saccade target
in the neuron’s response field, LIP activity
tended to increase gradually during motion
viewing, stay elevated during the subsequent
delay period and then increase just before
saccade onset. In trials in which the other

target was selected, LIP activity tended to decrease gradually during
motion viewing and then remain below baseline levels until after the
saccade. The perisaccadic activity tended to be smaller in the first
15 sessions (average activity from –0.5 to –0.1 s before saccade onset
was 18.6 spikes s–1 from sessions 1–15 and 31.3 spikes s–1 from sessions
16–160, t-test, P ! 0.02 for monkey C; 27.0 spikes s–1 from sessions 1–
15 and 48.6 spikes s–1 from sessions 16–130, P o 0.01 for monkey Z),
but then remained relatively stable throughout the rest of the training
(linear regression, H0: slope of average activity versus session was 0,
P ! 0.12 for monkey C; P ! 0.31 for monkey Z). In contrast, the
responses during motion viewing changed substantially throughout
training, with the rates of rise and fall becoming steeper and increas-
ingly dependent on motion strength (higher coherences corresponding
to steeper slopes).
To quantify the effects of training on the coherence-dependent

LIP responses, we fit spike-rate data from individual neurons to
the same linear model that we used for the MT responses (Fig. 4b).
For both monkeys, the coherence- and time-alone terms tended to
be near zero throughout training (although the coherence term
decreased slightly with training to small negative values in both
monkeys, and the time term increased slightly with training to
small positive values in monkey C). A larger effect was seen in the
coherence " time interaction term, which began near zero, indicating
that there was little or no influence of the motion stimulus on the
LIP responses at the beginning of training, and progressed steadily to
more positive values. Because these neurons were selected on the basis
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Figure 3 MT responses. (a) Average activity of
MT neurons as a function of viewing time (using
0.1-s-wide time bins with 0.025-s increments) for
different motion strengths (see legend) for each
neuron’s preferred (solid line) and null (dashed
line) motion during different training periods for
monkey C. Pretraining refers to responses to the
motion stimulus measured while the monkey was
rewarded for simply fixating a central spot,
before being trained on the discrimination task.
(b) Coherence, viewing time and coherence "
viewing time dependence (equation (3) of indivi-
dual MT neurons before and during training for
monkeys C, left, and Z, right). Error bars are 68%
CIs. (c) Relationship between neurometric
threshold and choice probability for individual MT
neurons during different training periods for
monkeys C (’) and Z (.). Error bars are 68%
CIs. Solid lines are linear fits.
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of spatially tuned presaccadic activity (see Methods and Supplemen-
tary Fig. 5 online), this result implies that training both established
and then shaped the sensory-driven responses in these sensory-
motor neurons.
The changes in sensory-driven LIP responses reflected the improve-

ments in behavioral sensitivity to weak motion signals. The pattern of
coherence-specific changes in LIP was similar to the pattern of
coherence-specific behavioral improvements. Both the rate of the rise
of stimulus-driven LIP responses and discrimination performance
increased as a function of training session for most nonzero coherences,
with greater increases for higher coherences (H0, slope of a linear
regression between session number and either average LIP rate of rise
or percent correct for each coherence was 0, P o 0.05 for coherences
Z6.4% for LIP data andZ3.2% for behavioral data for monkey C, and
for coherences Z25.6% for LIP data and Z12.8% for behavioral data

for monkey Z; Fig. 4c). Moreover, LIP activity was correlated with
behavioral threshold across sessions after taking into account the
high-coherence errors (partial correlation ra; !k3 lj " # –0.42, H0:
r # 0 using Fisher’s Z transformation, P o 10$5 for monkey C;
ra; !k3 lj " # –0.35, P o 0.01 for monkey Z; Fig. 5), but the converse
was not true; there was no correlation between high-coherence errors
and LIP activity after taking into account the changes in behavioral
threshold (rl(k37a)# 0.05, P# 0.62 for monkey C; rl(k37a)# $0.06,
P # 0.60 for monkey Z).
The changes in sensory-driven LIP responses with training also did

not appear to reflect changes in other motor (Fig. 5, middle) or moti-
vational parameters (Fig. 5, right) known to modulate LIP activity21,22.
Some of these parameters changed with training, but none were consis-
tently correlated with the changes in LIP responsiveness over the course
of training for both monkeys (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 1).
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Figure 5 Relationship between the coherence- and time-dependent LIP responses (k3, equation (3)) and various behavioral, motor and motivational
parameters. The r values for the behavioral parameters (left two columns) are the partial correlations between each parameter and k3 with the effect of the
other parameter on k3 removed. Other r values are the correlation coefficients between that behavioral parameter and k3. w indicates a significant correlation
between the behavioral parameter and k3 (P o 0.05). * indicates that the behavioral parameter changed significantly as a function of training session (linear
regression, P o 0.05; see Supplementary Table 1). Error bars are 68% CIs.
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Figure 4 LIP responses. (a) Average activity of LIP
neurons as a function of viewing time (using
0.1-s-wide time bins with 0.025-s increments)
for different motion strengths (see legend) for
saccades into (solid line) and out of (dashed line)
each neuron’s response field during different
training periods for monkey C. Only correct trials
were included. (b) Coherence, viewing time and
coherence % viewing time dependence (equation
(3) of individual LIP neurons before and during
training for monkeys C, left, and Z, right). Error
bars are 68% CIs. Solid lines are significant linear
fits (P o 0.05 for H0: slope # 0). (c) Coherence-
specific effects of training on the rate of rise of
LIP activities during motion viewing for monkeys C
(top) and Z (bottom). The rate of rise was
estimated separately for each coherence using a
piecewise-linear function (equation (6) with the
coherence-dependence term, b1, set to zero).
Points and error bars are the slope and 68% CIs
of a linear regression relating this rate of rise to
session number (* indicates P o 0.05 for H0:
slope # 0).
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• Studying perceptual learning to understand plasticity in adult.

• Perceptual learning leads to dramatic improvements in detection 

and discrimination task (e.g. orientation discrimination, often 2-3 

fold).

• Learning is often very specific to trained configuration (position, 

orientation etc..) which suggests that learning can take place in 

"early! visual processing areas.

• Electrophysiological recordings in V1 and V4 find some changes 

in tuning curves (sharpening) after learning, but probably too 

modest to explain behavioral improvements. 

• One possibility is that learning affects not only the "neural 

representation! but also the "read-out!.

Summary

Mechanisms of learning ? 

• How does the brain ‘know’ which neurons/
connections to change? how to change them ?

• What are the signals that control/guide learning? 
(attention? reward?)

Research topics



Models of Learning (1): Supervised Learning

• Teacher is provided.

• Training data consists in pairs 

(X,Y)

• System has to learn the mapping 

function.

• Learning = Minimization of ‘error’  

computed at output (e.g.  sq. error 

between obtained Y and desired Y), 

by modifying the components of the 

system (weights of the neural 

network).

• The error signal controls learning. 

• After training, system can 

generalize to inputs close to learnt 

inputs.

•Some reward is given 

following actions due to Y.

•The system learns to 

maximize the reward.

•Takes longer than supervised 

learning, but more biologically 

plausible.

• reward /reinforcement signal 

controls learning

Models of Learning (2): Reinforcement Learning

• Only X is given, and a cost function 

guiding the self-organization of the 

system

• internal criterion is used to guide 

learning.

• Optimize representation.

•Example : hebbian learning = 

learning is only dependent on level 

of activity of presynaptic and 

postsynaptic cells, models of 

development (e.g. maps)

Models of Learning (3) : Unsupervised Learning

28

•  all forms of learning are 

supposed to exist in the brain 

• reinforcement learning often 

thought to be the most 

widespread

•  one reason for this is the 

discovery of dopamine neurons 

signaling expected reward in 

the VTA.


